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FATIGUE LIFE OF STRANDED HOOK-UP WIRE

-DONALD C. ALEXANDER

SURPRENANT MFG. CO.

Increasing use of electronic equipment in both ground vehicles and aircraft has caused many new problems in
the hook-up wire field. Especially is this true in aircraft equipment, where size and weight reduction are of increasing
importance, the resultant trend toward miniaturization requires physically smaller wires and cables wherever elec-
trical considerations will permit. Here many circuits employ practically infinitesimal currents so that the factor deter-
mining conductor size usually becomes simply mczhanical strength. Extremely difficult envinronmental conditions
are also frequently encountered, and equipments must b operable over wide temperature ranges and under condi-
tions of severe mechanical abuse.

Since this mechanical abuse often takes the form of fatigue induced by vibration, completed equipments must

be subjected to vibration tests before acceptance by the Armed Services. Consequently, it has been proposed that
individual components should be subjected to similar tests before they are accepted for use in completed equipments.
Such tests hive been considered from time to time for wire and cable specifications. Unfortunately since the resonance
frequencies and amplitudes of vibration are dependent upon terminations and fastening techniques used, a vibration
test on the wire itself will mean very little unless the precise manner in which the wire or cable is to be installed
in service is used during the vibration test.

Hook-up wires are exposed to three types of fatigue. (I) vibration; (2) sharp bending during installation,
modification, and servicing; and (3) intentional flexing in service. As stated, vibration is very difficult to simulate
in the laboratory. The second type, sharp installation-bending, is also difficult to reproduce because each installation
and each installing activity have different wiring problems and technicians servicing equipment in the field subject
the wires to varying degrees of abuse. When, as in the third case, a cable is required for flexing service, the appli-
cation is usually known in advance so that laboratory procedures may be established which will accurately simulate
the ser-'ice use. In order to make laboratory studies of vibration and installation difficulties some sort of bending
techniques must be resorted to in an attempt to evaluate the relative merits of wires and to compare constructions,
materials, and installation techniques. S

Since Surprenant Mfg. Co. specializes in wire and cable for this type of service, it has been necessary to resolve
innumerable problems of this sort, and this paper presents experimental data obtained for the purpose of solving such
problems. It should be borne in mind diat these data were taken at several different times for individual problems
so that test conditions vary widely from one test to another. The variables which enter into the picture are so numerous
that it is n~t possible in some cases to correlate the data among the different tests. But because the results as presented here
are averages of several different readings which were very consistent among themselves, the data does give good com-
parisons based on individual tests. The data appear to be quite reliable horizontally provided the test conditions are
kept in mind. Some of the variables which can enter into the picrure have already been mentioned, i.e., whether
the bending is due to vibration, intentional sharp bending, or loose flexing. Other factors include: the wire size and
stranding, conductor material, the type of insulation, and the method of termination. The last mentioned include; a
number of variables depending on whether the wires are soldered or crimped, the type of lug used, whether the insula-
tion is supported at the lug or not and how the wire is fastened to the equipment itself.

The equipment used for making the tests are shown in figures 1 through 5. In figures 1, 3, and 4 the motion
consists of a longitudinal oscillation of the bar in the foreground of the picture of one inch at ap-,roximately twelve
complete cycles per second. A counter on the same shaft as the crank records the number of complete cycles during
the test. In the tests illustiated in these three figures the remainder of the apparatus to the right is either unused
or used only as a vise to hold the test specimen.

In figure 2 the oscillating bar is not used. The pinion shaft to which the wire specimen is attached oscillates
at a rate of approximately 112 cycles per second, producing a sharp bend in the wire at the point of attachment.
The wire spxcimen is placed under the desired tension by the spring in the extreme foreground. The crank throw
can be adjusted to obtain any desired angular oscillation of the pinion shaft.

In figure 5 a 1725 rpm motor drives a 100 to I gear reduction by means of pulleys and belt. The gear reduc-
- -' tion in turn drives a crank, connecting rod, rack, and pinion to oscillate the long arm in angular fashion through

any desired angle between plus and minus 450 and* plus and minus 900 by adjusting the crank throw. The number
of complete oscillations are recorded on the counter at the extreme right.
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The apparatu, show ,n in figures 1 And 5 art used to simul.te appliations wNhere bending is deliberate and kon

trollable in prautie. The se'erity of the bend can be %aried in figure I by thie SILeof th.. post used. In figure 5 the
blnd may be. ,aried by II. size of tIe: tmo m,,adrels betNween whicl the Nvire passes and by the amount of %%tight
hung on the conductors.

The arrangement as showkn in figure 2 is used to produte sharp bending such as N'uuld be encountered in

muing harNesses About during install.aion or ser6 .mg. Sx eral tcsts reportLd ater in the paper also aiomplhshcd this

tEy., of bending L) hanud u,.r ht.i edges of a Nist. In an attempt to simulate ',ibratory conditions, the apparatus arranged

As show n in figur.s 3 and i is used. Vibration of %%ires or N'ire harnesses attied to terminals usually results in a sharp

bend of a small tngl%.. In figure 3 sucl a bend is produted at tl,t point of clamping to the osIlating bar. For corm
parison putJoss uAnd to produLe thl same bend from sample to s..mpl, a kno'i length of uire is lamFed at the.

same point eacl time in til osillating bar and the stationar pice at the right of the picture. In igure i thc bend

is produted by camping thi %'ire at right Angles to the oscillating bar and passing it beteen two 'ertical pins
located a fixed distaOe A ay from th. bar As shu%%n. The test spiimen passes oer a shea e and has a known weiglt

attached. l"or i.)s of the teIstS, te. pins v6 ert l tated in inci and a half from the leading edge of the osciillating bar.

"*hms t t g.it.t re.ults, whi, %.ere slightly more reprodu ible than the tests shown in figure 3, so that the majori'.) of
the results reported in this paper, wlhert. an attempt ,,s made to represent 'uibrating conditions, %%eLre obtained by the.

test method indicated in figure 4.
In all of the testing, the conduttor under test forms a part of the circuit operating the dri'ue motor so that

failure of tihe wire sops di, equipment leasing the. number of cycles reo.ded on the counter. For the sharp bending

as tonduicted in figure 2 and for those tests done by hand the cycles were counted smc 'er, few%. cycles ,.ere required.

The use of alun.,num %%ire has been attratL, to aircraft manufacturers since for a gimen c-urrent carrying apacity

a sa'mg in condutor weight of about one-half may be achiie'ued. Aluminum has been u ,ed in large power cables in

seeral airplanes and onsiderLation Lhas been gien to the us,; of this material for smalle r size intcrc..nnccting .ire.

The %'eight sating here. ould be c-onsiderable w'hen one .onsider that some types of aircraft haNe as much as 250
pounds of # 20 v. ir. alon,. \With this in mind, studies u ere mad, to eA',luate the. possibility of using aluminum wN ire

.I platt of copper. Of course a primary requirement for airtraft %wire is its fatigue !ife tinder conditions of %ibration.

Sinie aluminum Is extremelo) dittficut to sUlder propcrly the problem of terminarions %%as looked into at the. same time.

Four pes of trimp terminals -,%ere used in comparing allininuim with copper as sho%,wn in figure 6. Type A

has a sh,.,rt r etal slt.e'u in '.hidh the stripped c-onductor is inserted and a pressure joint is formed by trimping the.

terminal with a special tool. The type B terminal is similar to type A except that a semi-flexible insulating slee'e

extends bJck oet die insulation so as to help relie'e the strain appearing at the point whlere the insulation is

stripped from the. condutor. Filte type C terminal has a longer metal sieee so that the insulation may be inserted

into it a short distantc and the joint made as before. The type D lug is built exactly like type C extept that the metal

sle-t. has insulation outr it. As expttd ti- lata which follow"s show s that there is no signifiant difference between

types C and D connectors.
In all of the tests conductd, tinned or si, plated soft dra%%n copper wire %%as used as a control for comparison

purposes and serves as a basis or drawing conclusions between various tests.
For the aluminum ,comparisons, a #20 AWG %%ire made up of se'en strands of #28 insulated with a 'inyl

insulation (Surprtnant Mfg. Co., B 2 formulat;!n.) with an outside diamreter of .075" was uscd. In addition to the
soft tinned copptr, eletical conduttor grade alumir't n (ECH-19) and an aluminum alloy (56-S) w'.ere tested. The 56-S

gradt of aluminum is a high (.nisilt, strength aluminun alL) used for metallic braids and armors in the cable industry.

This test v.t3 onduct1d using th,. t.hnique shown in figure -, sin., it w%as desired to simulate the effects of %ibration.

The two pins Nefre luated on. and un. half inches from tie leading -dge of the oscillating bar. The results are sum-
marized in table I.

TABLE I

(All numerical values are test cycles.)

Connector Type A i Jpper 56-S ECH-19

Uninsulated wire ............................. .. 3710 7387 260
Insulation clear of connector ......... ................... 1614 4098 177

Connector Type B
Uninsulated wire ................... 8945 20643 1877
Insulation clear of connector ...... ........... .... 11004 14129 1274

Insulation inside connector ........... .......... .... 10354 20203 2093
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Connector Type C
Uninsulated wire .................................................................. 5583 8770 525
Insulation clear of connector ......................... 3724 5496 .179
Insulation inside connector ........................... 1902 4074 403

Connector Type D
U ninsulated w ire ................................................................. 5687 11552 632
Insulation clear of connector .............................................. 4075 3571 686
Insulation inside connector ................................................. 2405 4844 402

An cxamiivition of these data brings out several interesting ideas. The uninsulated wire stood up much better
than the N, ' tie insulation stripped back beyond the connector sleeve. This %.as expecced since the insulation
serves to sticen the wire and produce a hinging action between the insulation and connector which gives a more
severe bend than that obtained in the uninsulated wire.

There is no significant difference in the behavior of connectors C and D.
Connector type A consistently made the poorest shuwing. This terminal had no sleeve for insulation support,

hence, all connctions were made with the wire insulation clear of tile connector.
Connector type B is far superior to any of the other types since the insulating bushing 1s seML and ats

to cushion the bends. This effect is especially noticeable wltn the insulation extends inside the sleeve.
Comparison of mater;als definitely shows that the electrical ctnductor grade aluminum would not be suitable in

hook-up wire sizes for an application where vibration is a problem. The aluminum alloy appears in every case to be
considerably better than the soft copper, however, the conductivity is only 29%i that uf copp er so that for the same
current carrying capacity, no weight saving is had in the conductcr itself. Therefore, the conductor wou!d be larger
and bulkier and would require more insulation so that the finished N ire would be heavier than the equivalent copper
conductor.

Further work was done with the same connectors with copper wire only, to try to determine the effect of solder.
ing with the various types of lugs. A soldered connection in the type A lug is very similar to a connection soldered
to a pin, tube socket, potentiometer, etc.

Exact comparison cannc: be made with the data shown in table I since in this test seven strands of #26

(#18 AWG) tinned copper were used with a vinyl insulation and vinyl insulation with nylon jacket, as well as
uninsulated conductor.

Table II once more clearly shows the superiority of the type B conne,:tor with tht type A connector again giving
the poorest results. Type C and D connectors show very little difference in their behavior and lie between A and B
in their performance.

TABLE II

(All numerical values are test cycles.)

Connector Type

A. Crimped Connection A B C D
I. U ninsulated ............................................................ 1728 2817 2611 2258
2. V iny: Insulation O nly ............................................

Insulation clear of connector .................. 630 2360 1281 702
Insulation inside connector ................................ 2416 1206 1304

3. Vinyl Insulation With Nylon Jacket
Insulation clear of connector ................................ 557 2053 950 167
Insulation inside connector ................................. 2462 1038 896

B. Soldered Connection
I. Uninsulated ............................. 1655 1911 1785 2:67
2. Vinyl Insulation Only ....................................

Insulation clear of connector ................................ 59-1 723 300 58E
Insulation inside connector .................................. 3216 2050 3007

3. Vinyl Insulation With Nylon Jacket
Insulation clear of connector ......... ......... 377 1501 536 433
Insulation inside connector ............... ................ 371o 1313 166.1
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An unexpected result was obtained iii every ,..se wherc the insulation w,,s supported inside the sleeve. In this

instance the soldered connections gave noticeably better fatigue life than the .rimp.d fastening. The reason for this
is that tile solder stiffens the conductor to such an extent that the bending occurred back in the in. .lated part of
the conductor away from the connector itself. When the insulation "as liot supported howeV.r, the cx,.L reverse Was

true because the bending still took place where the conductor vas, exposed and the solder had run back, fusing the
strands together and making in effect a solid wire.

On the average it appears that the nylon jacket has very little effect on the performance of the v,,re. Again in
this series of tests thc uninsulated wire stood up better than thc. insulated wirc. The %ariation between individual read-
ings was somewhat greater for the soldered connections than for the crimped connections.

A third series of tests were run on bare copper, 56 S grade alumirnum, and cadmium bronze. These tests were
conducted for speifi., purposes so that the wire sizes arc not the same for the aluminum and the -.admium brouize,
h.iwever, in both cases a c.Upper Lonductor identical to thL .urresponding aluminum and aimium bronze w ere tested.
In order to evaluate the relative merits Uf Ladmium bronze versus the aluminum Allo) a ratio of aluminum to ,.oppt.
and cadmium bronze o copper was calculated foi each case.

TABLE III

Copper Aluminum 56.S Ratio
#28 Solid 6118 8192 1.32

#20 (7/28) 10239 17552 1.71
Copper Cadmium Bronze

#35 Solid 11009 "35007 3.19
#27 (7/35) 14587 45513 3.12

Table III shows the results of a deliberate flexing tested as shown in figure 1. For the larger wires, that is, #28
and #20 a /2" post was used. When the #35 and #27 wires were tested, it was found that the ," post would
give well over 100,000 cycles before failure so that the post diameter was redu.ed to 1/" to gi-e a sharper bend to
the wire to obtain a reasonable test time. Table III shows Lomparisons of the data taken in this fashion. Again the
high tensil aluminum alloy shos up someVhat better than the annealed .opper and the cadmium bronze is far
better for this type of flex.

TABLE IV

Copper Aluminum 56.S Ratio
#28 Solid 6.5 2.6 .40
#20 (7/28) 14.3 6.6 .46

Copper Cadmium Bronze
#35 Solid 8.0 3.6 .45
#27 (7/35) 21.6 8.1 .38

Several tests were made giving conductors sharp bends such as would be cxpcrienced in moving harnesses about
during installation or sericing. Data shown in table IV represents a total bend of 180 ' obtained by application of
hand pressure at the bending point. The wire was held .n a small vise and bent 90 to the right and 90' to the
left. These data very learly show the advantage of ..pper over the higher tensile strength materials for this type
of bend.

TABLE V

Copper Aluminum 56.S Ratio
#28 Solid 7 3.4 .49
#20 (7/28) 58 18.8 3.2

Copper Cadmium Bronze
#35 Solid 4 2.6 .65
#27 (7/35) 17 13.4 .79
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The apparatus shown in figure 2 was used to obtain tie data in table V. The wire strand was clamped as shown
to the rotating member and placed under about two ounces of spring tension. Tile shaft was then rotated about 900
in each direction. The low spring tension provided a less severe bend thar the manual bending. In every case and
paricularly in the case of the #20 wire the stiffness was great enough to produce a longer sweeping bend requiring
more bends to fail the wire. This gives the stiff #20 aluminum wire a noticeable advantage.

In order to simulate a sharp bend through a small angle the apparatus in figure 3 was used. This test gave a
small angle but a rather sharp bend directly at the point of clamping and all failures occurred at this point. Reference
to table VI will show the results here. These indicate a degree of bending lying between the test results shown in
table Ill and table IV. The #35 solid appears to give the cadmium bronze an abnormally high advantage and
should be viewed with suspicion.

TABLE VI

Copper Aluminum 56-S Ratio
#28 Solid 571 477 .84
#20 (7/28) 1042 828 .80

Copper Cadmium Bronze
#35 Solid 3116 17722 5.7

#27 (7/35) 3595 9311 2.5

TABLE VII

Beryllium
Copper Cadmium Bronze Copper Copperweld

Insulation less than 1/64" from terminal 27 263 1294 3040
Insulation 1/4" from terminal 104 952 3671 8745

A few tests were conducted to obtain some quick comparisons with other materials. Tile method used here is
that shown in figure 4 ving terminal type A soldered with a thirteen ounce weight hung on the conductor. All
conductors in this test w'ere silver plated. The wire used consisted of 19 strands of #36 conductor with a mono-
chlorotrifluoroethylene insulation having an outside diameter of .046". These tests were done with the insulation
brought up to with !/64" of the terminal sleeve and repeated with the insulation about a 1/4" away from tile
sleee,, as shown in table VII. It is apparent from these figures that-longer life is obtained when the insulation
is stripped back somewhat from the connector if a soldered joint is used. This result is expected since this type
of insulation is quite stiff and the solder runs back slightly under the insulation when tie insulation is very..close
resulting in a solid wire where the bending takes place. Tihe solder did not run back 1/4" so that in the second
instances the flexing occurred in a part of the conductor where the strands were not bonded together. The data
indicates for this type of bending that copperweld is far superior to other materials with beryllium L.pper much
better than cadmium bronze or soft annealed copper. Further work remains to be done here with other type of insula.
tion. Because of the inherent stiffness of the material used for these tests it may well be that the -xtra stiff conductors
give a misleading comparison.

TABLE VIII

Beryllium
Copper Cadmium Bronze Copper Copperweld

Sharp Angle Bend 8 3 13 30

Since these tests show copperweld and beryllium copper in such a favorable light, further tests were conducted
on the same four metals by bending them through a sharp angle of plus and minus 900 by hand. The data as shown
in table VIll again shows beryllium copper and copperwAd superior to ,he other two metals, Comparison of the
copper and cadmium bronze figures with those shown in tible IV shows the reproducibility of this type of test rather
clcarly. The fact that an average number of flexes is almost tie same for the two cases is not significant because one
was conducted v'ith #35 solid wire and the other conducted with 19 strands of -36; but the fact that the ratio
beween the copper and cadmium bronze is almost the same tends to lend confidence in the experimental work since
the data were taken at two widely separate intervals by different observers.
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Work is presently being carried or. to determine the optimum number of strands and lay length for hoik up
v ires in regard to bending life. The equipment being used for this series of tests is showvn in figure 5, one cycle
consisting of a 90" bend in each direction. The work which has been done wed # 18 A'G ire with the follov-
ing strandings. 7 of #26, 19 of #30, 65 of #36, and 105 of #38 tinned copper %%ith a vinyl insulation
(Surprenant Mfg. Co., formulation B-2) with an outside diameter of approximately .078". The results are shown in
table IX.

TABLE IX

7 strands of #26 351
19 strands of #30 874
65 strands of #36 2892

105 strands of #38 2908

There appears to be a definite advantage to a larg, number of fine strands although the improv ment levels
off at some point. Enough vuork has not yet been done to determine vhere this point occurs for various sizes. The
105 strands of #38 w\tre tested with several thicknesses of insulation ,ith no significant difference ir numb.r of
bends before failure.

In this paper all values reported are averages of at least six different readings. The individual readings did not
,,ary widely although in some cases vhere soldering was involved the spread vas increased slightly. The data, of
course, is reliable only to the extent that the test conditions represent the service in the field.

The connectors studied %, cre only used to determine principles involved. Since there artc hundreds of terminals
available from several manufacturers an exhausti'.e tudy ofthis problem vvas not attempted. Undoubtedly there are con-

nectors available which will give better results than the relatively simple types used in these tests.
A great deal of vork still remains to be done. In vievv of the data shown in table VII further study of beryllium

copper and coppervveld is %varranted. Samples are now being prepared t, continue the vvork started on the # 18 vire
by finding the optimum lay length and extending the studies to other eoidu.tor sizes for this type of flexing -ervice.
Some of the results of this paper have been found useful in practice but a great deal more information from the field
is necessary to determine hov vvell these test3 simulate the actual service conditions to wvhich the vvire is subjected.
This type of information is slowly being acLumulated vith the hope that the most suitable materials may be applied
in the optimum construction for any particular application.

PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS CONSIDERED

Copperweld
Soft Annealed Aluminum Aluminum Cadmium Beryllium 40% conductivity

Copper ECH-19 56.S Bronze Copper grade

Density at 201C gm/cc 8.96 2.71 2.64 8.85 8.15

Specific heat at 200 C cal/gm .092 .230 .23 ...

Volume conductivity referred to
standard copper 1.03 .62 .27 .83 .60- .62 .40

Average tensile strength-p.s.i. 33,000 26,000 60,000 105,000 125,000 115,000
Average elongation % in 10" 20 1 4 2 1 1


